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00:23:28 Simon Marginson: Apologies to all. As the chair of the webinar I have a 

connection problem - internet is a mess - and cannot chair. That’s been the delay. Thank you 

to our brilliant communications office Mary Bowen-Perkins for filling in! 

00:24:44 Marta Kozlowska: Sorry to hear about the glitch - it’s been managed 

brilliantly, though. We’re all in - connected. Thank you! 

00:25:31 Simon Marginson: Hiro is an outstanding scholar doing original and 

important work. Great pleasure to have him on the CGHE webinar today! i wish I could hear 

all his words, but at least I can see his slides 

00:27:57 Yolanda Portilla: My networking email is yportill@yahoo.com 

00:28:07 Yolanda Portilla: My networking iPhone is 56974319896 

00:39:56 CGHE Webinars: Please begin leaving your questions (or statements) for 

Kazuhiro in the chat! 

00:49:24 Victorița Trif: Congratulation! The limitations of global and local 

interculturality are very well-delineated. I am interested in some details in possible biases 

(cognitive or cultural biases) involved in your research. 

00:54:40 Marta Kozlowska: Thank you very much. Can you see any emerging 

models facilitating student agency in HE institutions? 

00:55:07 Akiyoshi Yonezawa: The case of students with prior experiences (as 

linguistic minority) was very interesting. Does it mean the experience of more than one 

multilingual study experiences with different settings makes differences? 

00:58:49 Nadiya Ivanenko: Have you researched on the way how to avoid / 

improve negative interculturality experience? 

01:01:04 Soyoung Lee: Thank you Hiro! I am wondering if 1) you are assuming more 

developed, or greater extent of CA among local, global, and global language uses? 2) How 

would you explaining the role of cosmopolitan agency in enhancing affordances and 

language (resources/capitals)? 

01:03:59 Marta Kozlowska: Thank you very much - I’m curious if cosmopolitan 

student agency is somehow encouraged across these institutions (even as part of e.g.  

intercultural competence) or it’s students developing their own initiatives. 



01:05:54 Ji Ying: I wonder if you differentiate different groups of students, such as 

local versus international students, or international students vs international students. I 

wonder what different types of interculturality might display among different groups of 

students. 

01:09:27 Marta Kozlowska: Thank you. 

01:10:29 CGHE Webinars: Thank you for joining us today. A recording of this 

session will be posted on the CGHE site: https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-

seminar/language-and-intercultural-student-interactions-insights-from-a-cosmopolitan-

agency-perspective/ 

01:10:40 Victorița Trif: Thank you! 

01:11:21 Nadiya Ivanenko: Hi Charito! Yes, certainly, my email is 

naviva2000@yahoo.com 

01:11:30 CGHE Webinars: This is our last webinar for this year, but we have many 

exciting events coming up in January and throughout 2023. To stay up to date with CGHE 

and our upcoming events, you can sign up to our newsletter at bit.ly/cghenews and view 

our list of events at https://www.researchcghe.org/events/. 

01:12:25 ANDREA WEHRLI: Thank you so much for this great presentstion, 

Professor! 

01:13:43 Marta Kozlowska: Thank you -  a great webinar! 

01:13:58 Victorița Trif: I wish you HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

01:14:06 Marta Kozlowska: Thank you also for this year. Wishing you a very happy 

festive season and all the best in 2023! 

01:15:05 Xiaoxuan Peng: thank u！ 

01:15:19 Yusuf İkbal Oldaç: Thank you for the informative presentation, Hiro! 

01:16:50 Charito Pizarro: Thank you for a fruitful 2022 with you, CGHE. A happy, 

blessed Christmas season to all! 

01:16:58 Anna Demkowicz-Dobrzanska: Thank you very much for this very 

interesting talk 

01:17:14 Simon Marginson: Have a great Christmas and NY and thanks Mary 


